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SCHEDULE 1

Article 3(1)(a)

PART I
DETERMINATIONS

Significantly high rents

1.—(1)  The rent officer shall determine whether, in his opinion, the rent payable under the tenancy
of the dwelling at the relevant time is significantly higher than the rent which the landlord might
reasonably have been expected to obtain under the tenancy at that time.

(2)  If the rent officer determines under sub-paragraph (1) that the rent is significantly higher, the
rent officer shall also determine the rent which the landlord might reasonably have been expected
to obtain under the tenancy at the relevant time.

(3)  When making a determination under this paragraph, the rent officer shall have regard to the
level of rent under similar tenancies of similar dwellings in the [F1vicinity] (or as similar as regards
tenancy, dwelling and [F1vicinity] as is reasonably practicable) and shall assume that no one who
would have been entitled to housing benefit had sought or is seeking the tenancy.

[F2(4)  For the purposes of this paragraph and paragraph 2 “vicinity” means—
(a) the area immediately surrounding the dwelling; or
(b) where, for the purposes of sub-paragraph (2)(c) of paragraph 2, there is no dwelling in

the area immediately surrounding the dwelling which satisfies the description in heads (i),
(ii) and (iii) of that sub-paragraph, the area nearest to the dwelling where there is such a
dwelling.]

Textual Amendments
F1 Word in Sch. 1 para. 1(3) substituted (6.11.2001) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)

(Amendment) Order 2001 (S.I. 2001/3561), arts. 1, 3(2)(a)
F2 Sch. 1 para. 1(4) added (6.11.2001) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions) (Amendment)

Order 2001 (S.I. 2001/3561), arts. 1, 3(2)(b)

Size and rent

2.—(1)  The rent officer shall determine whether the dwelling, at the relevant time, exceeds the
size criteria for the occupiers.

(2)  If the rent officer determines that the dwelling exceeds the size criteria, the rent officer shall
also determine the rent which a landlord might reasonably have been expected to obtain, at the
relevant time, for a tenancy which is–

(a) similar to the tenancy of the dwelling;
(b) on the same terms other than the term relating to the amount of rent; and
(c) of a dwelling which is in the same [F3vicinity] as the dwelling, but which–

(i) accords with the size criteria for the occupiers;
(ii) is in a reasonable state of repair; and
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(iii) corresponds in other respects, in the rent officer’s opinion, as closely as is reasonably
practicable to the dwelling.

(3)  When making a determination under sub-paragraph (2), the rent officer shall have regard
to the same matter and make the same assumption as specified in paragraph 1(3), except that in
judging the similarity of other tenancies and dwellings the comparison shall be with the tenancy of
the second dwelling referred to in sub-paragraph (2), and shall assume that no one who would have
been entitled to housing benefit had sought or is seeking that tenancy.

Textual Amendments
F3 Word in Sch. 1 para. 2(c) substituted (6.11.2001) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)

(Amendment) Order 2001 (S.I. 2001/3561), arts. 1, 3(3)

Exceptionally high rents

3.—(1)  The rent officer shall determine whether, in his opinion, the rent payable for the tenancy
of the dwelling at the relevant time is exceptionally high.

(2)  In sub-paragraph (1), “rent payable for the tenancy" means–
(a) where a determination is made under sub-paragraph (2) of paragraph 2, the rent determined

under that sub-paragraph;
(b) where no determination is so made and a determination is made under sub-paragraph (2)

of paragraph 1, the rent determined under that sub-paragraph; and
(c) in any other case, the rent payable under the tenancy [F4at the relevant time].

(3)  If the rent officer determines under sub-paragraph (1) that the rent is exceptionally high, the
rent officer shall also determine the highest rent, which is not an exceptionally high rent and which
a landlord might reasonably have been expected to obtain at the relevant time (on the assumption
that no one who would have been entitled to housing benefit had sought or is seeking the tenancy)
for an assured tenancy of a dwelling which–

(a) is in the same [F5neighbourhood] as the dwelling;
(b) has the same number of bedrooms and rooms suitable for living in as the dwelling (or,

where the dwelling exceeds the size criteria for the occupiers, accords with the size
criteria); and

(c) is in a reasonable state of repair.
(4)  For the purpose of determining whether a rent is an exceptionally high rent under this

paragraph, the rent officer shall have regard to the levels of rent under assured tenancies of dwellings
which–

(a) are in the same [F6neighbourhood] as the dwelling (or in as similar a locality as is
reasonably practicable); and

(b) have the same number of bedrooms and rooms suitable for living in as the dwelling (or,
in a case where the dwelling exceeds the size criteria for the occupiers, accord with the
size of criteria).

[F7(5)  For the purposes of this paragraph and paragraph 4(6) “neighbourhood” means—
(a) where the dwelling is in a town or city, the part of that town or city where the dwelling is

located which is a distinct area of residential accommodation; or
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(b) where the dwelling is not in a town or city, the area surrounding the dwelling which is a
distinct area of residential accommodation and where there are dwellings satisfying the
description in sub-paragraph (4)(b).]

Textual Amendments
F4 Words in Sch. 1 para. 3(2)(c) inserted (3.4.2000) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)

(Scotland) Amendment Order 2000 (S.I. 2000/3), arts. 1(1), 9
F5 Word in Sch. 1 para. 3(3)(a) substituted (6.11.2001) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)

(Amendment) Order 2001 (S.I. 2001/3561), arts. 1, 3(4)(a)
F6 Word in Sch. 1 para. 3(4)(a) substituted (6.11.2001) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)

(Amendment) Order 2001 (S.I. 2001/3561), arts. 1, 3(4)(a)
F7 Sch. 1 para. 3(5) added (6.11.2001) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions) (Amendment)

Order 2001 (S.I. 2001/3561), arts. 1, 3(4)(b)

Local reference rents

4.—(1)  The rent officer shall make a determination of a local rent in accordance with the formula–
       

whereR is the local reference rent;
H is the highest rent, in the rent officer’s opinion–
(a)which a landlord might reasonably have been expected to obtain, at the relevant time, for an
assured tenancy of a dwelling which meets the criteria in sub-paragraph (2); and
(b)which is not an exceptionally high rent; and
L is the lowest rent, in the rent officer’s opinion–
(a)which a landlord might reasonably have been expected to obtain, at the relevant time, for an
assured tenancy of a dwelling which meets the criteria in sub-paragraph (2); and
(b)which is not an exceptionally low rent.

(2)  The criteria are–
(a) that the dwelling under the assured tenancy–

(i) is in the same [F8broad rental market area (local reference rent)] as the dwelling;
(ii) is in a reasonable state of repair; and

(iii) has the same number of bedrooms and rooms suitable for living in as the dwelling
(or, in a case where the dwelling exceeds the size criteria for the occupiers, accords
with the size criteria); and

(b) if the tenant does not have the use under the tenancy of the dwelling [F9at the relevant time]
of more than one bedroom or room suitable for living in [F10and neither the tenant nor the
tenant’s partner is a person who requires overnight care]–

(i) that under the assured tenancy the tenant does not have the use of more than one
bedroom or room suitable for living in;
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(ii) if the rent under the tenancy [F11at the relevant time] includes payments for board
and attendance and the rent officer considers that the amount fairly attributable to
board and attendance is a substantial part of the rent, that a substantial part of the
rent under the assured tenancy is fairly attributable to board and attendance;

(iii) if sub-paragraph (ii) does not apply and the tenant shares a [F12kitchen, toilet,
bathroom and room suitable for living in] with a person other than a member of
his household, a non-dependant or a person who pays rent to the tenant, that the
assured tenancy provides for the tenant to share a [F12kitchen, toilet, bathroom and
room suitable for living in]; and

(iv) if sub-paragraphs (ii) and (iii) do not apply, that the circumstances described in sub-
paragraphs (ii) and (iii) do not apply in relation to the assured tenancy.

(3)  When ascertaining H and L under sub-paragraph (1), the rent officer–
(a) shall assume that no one who would have been entitled to housing benefit had sought or

is seeking the tenancy; and
(b) shall exclude the amount of any rent which, in the rent officer’s opinion, is fairly

attributable to the provision of services which are ineligible to be met by housing benefit.
F13(c) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(4)  In sub-paragraph (2)(b)–
“bedroom or room suitable for living in" does not include a room which the tenant shares with
any person other than–
(a) a member of his household;
(b) a non-dependant (as defined in this sub-paragraph); or
(c) a person who pays rent to the tenant; and

[F14“non-dependant” means a non-dependant of the tenant within the meaning of regulation 3
of the Housing Benefit Regulations or, as the case may be, regulation 3 of the Housing Benefit
(State Pension Credit) Regulations;]

[F15(5)  In sub-paragraph (3), “services" means services performed or facilities (including the use
of furniture) provided for, or rights made available to, the tenant, but not[F16, in the case of a tenancy
where a substantial part of the rent under the tenancy is fairly attributable to board and attendance,
the provision of meals (including the preparation of meals or provision of unprepared food).]

(a) the provision of meals (including the preparation of meals or provision of unprepared
food); or

(b) the provision of services to which any service charge for fuel relates.

[F17(6)  For the purposes of this paragraph and paragraph 5 “broad rental market area (local
reference rent)” means the area within which a tenant of the dwelling could reasonably be expected to
live having regard to facilities and services for the purposes of health, education, recreation, personal
banking and shopping, taking account of the distance of travel, by public and private transport, to
and from those facilities and services.

(7)  A broad rental market area (local reference rent) must contain—
(a) residential premises of a variety of types, including such premises held on a variety of

tenures; and
(b) sufficient privately rented residential premises, to ensure that, in the rent officer’s opinion,

the local reference rents for tenancies in the area are representative of the rents that a
landlord might reasonably be expected to obtain in that area.]]
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Textual Amendments
F8 Words in Sch. 1 para. 4(2) substituted (5.1.2009) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)

Amendment (No. 2) Order 2008 (S.I. 2008/3156), arts. 1, 3(3)(a)(i)
F9 Words in Sch. 1 para. 4(2)(b) inserted (3.4.2000) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)

(Scotland) Amendment Order 2000 (S.I. 2000/3), arts. 1(1), 10(a)(i)
F10 Words in Sch. 1 para. 4(2)(b) inserted (1.4.2011) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)

Amendment Order 2010 (S.I. 2010/2836), arts. 1(3), 5(3)
F11 Words in Sch. 1 para. 4(2)(b)(ii) inserted (3.4.2000) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)

(Scotland) Amendment Order 2000 (S.I. 2000/3), arts. 1(1), 10(a)(i)
F12 Words in Sch. 1 para. 4(2)(b)(iii) substituted (2.7.2001) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit

Functions) (Scotland) (Amendment) (No. 2) Order 2001 (S.I. 2001/2318), arts. 1(1), 2(3)
F13 Sch. 1 para. 4(3)(c) omitted (1.4.2003 for specified purposes, 7.4.2003 for specified purposes) by virtue

of The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions) Amendment Order 2003 (S.I. 2003/478), arts. 1(1),
3(2)

F14 Words in Sch. 1 para. 4(4) substituted (6.3.2006 for specified purpose, 7.4.08 for all other purposes)
by The Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit (Consequential Provisions) Regulations 2006 (S.I.
2006/217), reg. 1(1), Sch. 2 para. 12(10)(a) (with regs. 2, 3, Sch. 3, Sch. 4); S.I. 2007/2871, 19(7)(a)

F15 Words in Sch. 1 para. 4(4) substituted (7.4.2008) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)
Amendment Order 2007 (S.I. 2007/2871), arts. 1(4), 19(7)(a) (with arts. 2, 11)

F16 Words in Sch. 1 para. 4(5) substituted (3.4.2000) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)
(Scotland) Amendment Order 2000 (S.I. 2000/3), arts. 1(1), 10(c) (with art. 16)

F17 Sch. 1 para. 4(6)(7) substituted for Sch. 1 para. 4(6) (5.1.2009) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit
Functions) Amendment (No. 2) Order 2008 (S.I. 2008/3156), arts. 1, 3(3)(a)(ii)

Single room rents

5.—(1)  The rent officer shall determine a single room rent in accordance with the following
formula–
       

where S is the single room rent;
H is the highest rent, in the rent officer’s opinion–
(a)which a landlord might reasonable have been expected to obtain, at the relevant time, for an
assured tenancy of a dwelling which meets the criteria in sub-paragraph (2); and
(b)which is not an exceptionally high rent; and
L is the lowest rent, in the rent officer’s opinion–
(a)which a landlord might reasonably have been expected to obtain, at the relevant time, for an
assured tenancy of a dwelling which meets the criteria in sub-paragraph (2); and
(b)which is not an exceptionally low rent.

(2)  The criteria are–
(a) that the dwelling under the assured tenancy is in the same [F18broad rental market area

(local reference rent)] as the dwelling and is in a reasonable state of repair;
5
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(b) that, under the assured tenancy, the tenant–
(i) has the exclusive use of one bedroom;

(ii) does not have the use of any other bedroomF19...;

[F20(iia) shares the use of a room suitable for living in]

(iii) shares the use of a toilet [F21and bathroom]; and
(iv) shares the use of a kitchen and does not have the exclusive use of facilities for

cooking food; and
(c) that the rent does not include any payment for board and attendance.

(3)  Sub-paragraphs [F22(3) and (5)] of paragraph 4 apply when ascertaining H and L under [F23this
paragraph] as if the reference in those sub-paragraphs to H and L were to H and L under this
paragraph.

Textual Amendments
F18 Words in Sch. 1 para. 5(2) substituted (5.1.2009) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)

Amendment (No. 2) Order 2008 (S.I. 2008/3156), arts. 1, 3(3)(b)
F19 Words in Sch. 1 para. 5(2)(b)(ii) deleted (2.7.2001) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)

(Scotland) (Amendment) Order 2001 (S.I. 2001/1326), arts. 1(1), 4(a)
F20 Sch. 1 para. 5(2)(b)(iia) inserted (2.7.2001) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions) (Scotland)

(Amendment) Order 2001 (S.I. 2001/1326), arts. 1(1), 4(b)
F21 Words in Sch. 1 para. 5(2)(b)(iii) inserted (2.7.2001) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)

(Scotland) (Amendment) Order 2001 (S.I. 2001/1326), arts. 1(1), 4(c)
F22 Words in Sch. 1 para. 5(3) substituted (13.3.2005) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)

(Local Housing Allowance) Amendment Order 2005 (S.I. 2005/236), arts. 1(2), 6(a)
F23 Words in Sch. 1 para. 5(3) substituted (13.3.2005) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)

(Local Housing Allowance) Amendment Order 2005 (S.I. 2005/236), arts. 1(2), 6(b)

[F24Claim-related rent]

[F25In this paragraph, and in paragraph 9, “claim-related rent” means the claim-related rent
determined by the rent officer in accordance with paragraph (2A).]

[
F26(2A)  The rent officer shall determine that the claim-related rent is—

(a) where he makes a determination under sub-paragraph (2) of paragraph 1, sub-paragraph (2)
of paragraph 2 and sub-paragraph (3) of paragraph 3, the lowest of the three rents
determined under those sub-paragraphs;

(b) where he makes a determination under only two of the sub-paragraphs referred to in
paragraph (a), the lower of the two rents determined under those sub-paragraphs;

(c) where he makes a determination under only one of the sub-paragraphs referred to in
paragraph (a), the rent determined under that sub-paragraph;

(d) where he does not make a determination under any of the sub-paragraphs referred to in
sub-paragraph (a), the rent payable under the tenancy of the dwelling at the relevant time.]

(2)  [F27Where a rent officer makes any determinations under paragraphs 1, 2 or 3, he shall also
determine which rent is the claim-related rent.]
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(3)  [F28Where the dwelling is not in a hostel,] the rent officer shall also determine the total amount
of ineligible charges as defined in paragraph 7, which he has not included in the claim-related rent
because of the assumptions made in accordance with that paragraph.]

Textual Amendments
F24 Sch. 1 para. 6 substituted (3.4.2000) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions) (Scotland)

Amendment Order 2000 (S.I. 2000/3), arts. 1(1), 11 (with art. 16)
F25 Sch. 1 para. 6(1) substituted (7.4.2008) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions) Amendment

Order 2007 (S.I. 2007/2871), arts. 1(4), 18(2)(a) (with arts. 2, 11, 18(1))
F26 Sch. 1 para. 6(2A) inserted (7.4.2008) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions) Amendment

Order 2007 (S.I. 2007/2871), arts. 1(4), 18(2)(b) (with arts. 2, 11, 18(1))
F27 Sch. 1 para. 6(2) omitted (7.4.2008) by virtue of The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)

Amendment Order 2007 (S.I. 2007/2871), arts. 1(4), 18(2)(c) (with arts. 2, 11, 18(1))
F28 Words in Sch. 1 para. 6(3) omitted (7.4.2008) by virtue of The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)

Amendment Order 2007 (S.I. 2007/2871), arts. 1(4), 18(2)(d) (with arts. 2, 11, 18(1))

Article 3(1)(b)

PART II
ASSUMPTIONS etc.

[F29Ineligible charges and support charges]

[F30”ineligible charges” means service charges which are ineligible to be met by housing benefit
by virtue of regulation 12B(2) (rent) of and Schedule 1 (ineligible service charges) to the Housing
Benefit Regulations or, as the case may be, regulation 12B(2) of and Schedule 1 to the Housing
Benefit (State Pension Credit) Regulations except in the case of a tenancy where the rent includes
payments for board and attendance, and the rent officer considers that a substantial part of the rent
under the tenancy is fairly attributable to board and attendance, charges specified in paragraph 1(a)
(i) of Schedule 1 to the Housing Benefit Regulations or, as the case may be, in paragraph 1(a)(i) of
Schedule 1 to the Housing Benefit (State Pension Credit) Regulations (charges for meals).]

(2)  When making a determination under paragraph 1, 2, or 3 of this Schedule, the rent officer
shall assume that–

(a) the items to which the ineligible charges relate; F34...
F34(b) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

were not provided or made available.

[F35For the purposes of paragraphs 1, 2, 3, and 6 of Part 1 of this Schedule, the rent officer shall
assume that the rent payable under the tenancy at the relevant time is—

(a) where an amount is notified to the rent officer under regulation 114A(4)(b) of the Housing
Benefit Regulations or, as the case may be, regulations 95A(4)(b) of the Housing Benefit
(State Pension Credit) Regulations in respect of that tenancy, that notified amount less the
total of any ineligible charges included in that amount; or

(b) in any other case, the total amount stated under regulation 114A(3)(d) of the Housing
Benefit Regulations or, as the case may be regulation 95A(3)(d) of the Housing Benefit
(State Pension Credit) Regulations less the total of any ineligible charges included in that
stated amount.]
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(4)  The total of any ineligible charges, referred to in sub-paragraph (3), shall be the total of the
amounts (excluding any amount which he considers is negligible) of any charges included in the
notified amount or the stated amount, as the case may be which, in the rent officer’s opinion, are at
the relevant time fairly attributable to any items to which ineligible charges relate.]

Textual Amendments
F29 Sch. 1 para. 7 substituted (3.4.2000) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions) (Scotland)

Amendment Order 2000 (S.I. 2000/3), arts. 1(1), 12 (with art. 16)
F30 Sch. 1 para. 7(1) substituted (7.4.2008) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions) Amendment

Order 2007 (S.I. 2007/2871), arts. 1(4), 17(2) (with arts. 2, 11, 17(1))
F31 Words in Sch. 1 para. 7(1) substituted (6.3.2006) by The Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit

(Consequential Provisions) Regulations 2006 (S.I. 2006/217), reg. 1(1), Sch. 2 para. 12(10)(b)(i) (with
regs. 2, 3, Sch. 3, Sch. 4)

F32 Sch. 1 para. 7(1)(a)(i) omitted (1.4.2003 for specified purposes, 7.4.2003 for specified purposes) by
virtue of The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions) Amendment Order 2003 (S.I. 2003/478), arts.
1(1), 3(3)(a)(i)

F33 Sch. 1 para. 7(1)(b) and word omitted (1.4.2003 for specified purposes, 7.4.2003 for specified purposes)
by virtue of The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions) Amendment Order 2003 (S.I. 2003/478),
arts. 1(1), 3(3)(a)(ii)

F34 Sch. 1 para. 7(2)(b) and word omitted (1.4.2003 for specified purposes, 7.4.2003 for specified purposes)
by virtue of The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions) Amendment Order 2003 (S.I. 2003/478),
arts. 1(1), 3(3)(b)

F35 Sch. 1 para. 7(3) substituted (7.4.2008) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions) Amendment
Order 2007 (S.I. 2007/2871), arts. 1(4), 16(4) (with arts. 2, 11, 16(1))

F36 Words in Sch. 1 para. 7(3) substituted (6.3.2006) by The Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit
(Consequential Provisions) Regulations 2006 (S.I. 2006/217), reg. 1(1), Sch. 2 para. 12(10)(b)(ii)(aa)
(with regs. 2, 3, Sch. 3, Sch. 4)

F37 Words in Sch. 1 para. 7(3) substituted (6.3.2006) by The Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit
(Consequential Provisions) Regulations 2006 (S.I. 2006/217), reg. 1(1), Sch. 2 para. 12(10)(b)(ii), (bb)
(with regs. 2, 3, Sch. 3, Sch. 4)

Housing associations etc.

8.—(1)  In a case where the local authority states in the application that the landlord is a housing
association or a charity, the rent officer shall assume that the landlord is not such a body.

(2)  The rent officer shall not take into account the rent under any tenancy where the landlord is
a housing association or where the landlord is a charity and the dwelling is provided by the landlord
in the pursuit of its charitable purposes.

(3)  In this paragraph–

“charity" has the same meaning as in the Charities Act 1993 M1, except that it includes a Scottish
charity (which has the same meaning as in section 1(7) of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous
Provisions) (Scotland) Act 1990 M2); and

“housing association" has the same meaning as in the Housing Associations Act 1985 M3.

Marginal Citations
M1 1993 c.10.
M2 1990 c.40.
M3 1985 c.69;see section 1(1).
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Article 3(1)(c)

PART III
NOTIFICATIONS OF PART I DETERMINATIONS

Notifications

9.—[F38(1)  Subject to sub-paragraph (2), the rent officer shall give notice to the local authority of–
(a) the claim-related rent determined under Part I;
(b) where the dwelling is not in a hostel, the total amount of ineligible charges determined

under paragraph 6(3) in relation to that claim-related rent;
(c) [F39where that claim-related rent includes an amount which would be ineligible for housing

benefit under paragraph 1(a)(i) of Schedule 1 to the Housing Benefit Regulations or, as the
case may be, paragraph 1(a)(i) of Schedule 1 to the Housing Benefit (State Pension Credit)
Regulations (charges for meals), the inclusion of an ineligible amount in respect of meals;]

(d) any rent determined by the rent officer under paragraph 4 (local reference rents); and

[F41(da) where any rent determined under paragraph 4 includes an amount which would be
ineligible for housing benefit under the provisions referred to in sub-paragraph (c), the
inclusion of an ineligible amount in respect of meals; and]

(e) any rent determined by the rent officer under paragraph 5 (single room rents).]
(2)  If the rent officer determines a rent under–

(a) paragraph 4 (local reference rents); or
(b) paragraph 5 (single room rents),

which is equal to or more than the [F42claim-related rent], the rent officer shall give notice to the
local authority of this in place of giving notice of the determination made under paragraph 4 or, as
the case may be, paragraph 5F43....

F44(3)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Textual Amendments
F38 Sch. 1 para. 9(1) substituted (3.4.2000) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions) (Scotland)

Amendment Order 2000 (S.I. 2000/3), arts. 1(1), 13(1)(a) (with art. 16)
F39 Sch. 1 para. 9(1)(c) substituted (7.4.2008) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions) Amendment

Order 2007 (S.I. 2007/2871), arts. 1(4), 18(3)(a) (with arts. 2, 11, 18(1))
F40 Words in Sch. 1 para. 9(1)(c) substituted (6.3.2006) by The Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit

(Consequential Provisions) Regulations 2006 (S.I. 2006/217), reg. 1(1), Sch. 2 para. 12(10)(c) (with
regs. 2, 3, Sch. 3, Sch. 4)

F41 Sch. 1 para. 9(1)(da) inserted (7.4.2008) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions) Amendment
Order 2007 (S.I. 2007/2871), arts. 1(4), 18(3)(b) (with arts. 2, 11, 18(1))

F42 Words in Sch. 1 para. 9(2) substituted (3.4.2000) by The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)
(Scotland) Amendment Order 2000 (S.I. 2000/3), arts. 1(1), 13(1)(b)(i) (with art. 16)

F43 Words in Sch. 1 para. 9(2) omitted (3.4.2000) by virtue of The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)
(Scotland) Amendment Order 2000 (S.I. 2000/3), arts. 1(1), 13(1)(b)(ii) (with art. 16)

F44 Sch. 1 para. 9(3) omitted (3.4.2000) by virtue of The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions)
(Scotland) Amendment Order 2000 (S.I. 2000/3), arts. 1(1), 13(1)(c) (with art. 16)
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F4510. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Textual Amendments
F45 Sch. 1 para. 10 omitted (3.4.2000) by virtue of The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions) (Scotland)

Amendment Order 2000 (S.I. 2000/3), arts. 1(1), 13(2) (with art. 16)

Article 3(2)(a)

PART IV
INDICATIVE RENT LEVELS

11.—(1)  The rent officer shall determine the indicative rent level for each category described in
sub-paragraph (3) in accordance with the following formula–
     

whereI is the indicative rent level;
H is the highest rent, in the rent officer’s opinion–
(a)which a landlord might reasonably be expected to obtain at the time the determination is being
made for an assured tenancy of a dwelling meeting the criteria in sub-paragraph (2); and
(b)which is not an exceptionally high rent; and
L is the lowest rent, in the rent officer’s opinion–
(a)which a landlord might reasonably be expected to obtain at the time the determination is being
made for an assured tenancy of a dwelling meeting the criteria in sub-paragraph (2); and
(b)which is not an exceptionally low rent.

(2)  The criteria are that–
(a) the dwelling is in the area of the local authority;
(b) the dwelling is in a reasonable state of repair; and
(c) the dwelling and tenancy accord with the category to which the determination relates.

(3)  The categories for the purposes of this paragraph are–
(a) a dwelling where the tenant does not have use of more than one room where a substantial

part of the rent under the tenancy is fairly attributable to board and attendance;
(b) a dwelling where the tenant does not have use of more than one room, the tenancy provides

for him to share a kitchen or toilet and paragraph (a) does not apply;
(c) a dwelling where the tenant does not have use of more than one room and where paragraphs

(a) and (b) do not apply;
(d) a dwelling where the tenant does not have use of more than two rooms and where none

of paragraphs (a) to (c) applies;
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(e) a dwelling where the tenant does not have use of more than three rooms and where none
of paragraphs (a) to (d) applies;

(f) a dwelling where the tenant does not have use of more than four rooms and where none
of paragraphs (a) to (e) applies;

(g) a dwelling where the tenant does not have use of more than five rooms and where none
of paragraphs (a) to (f) applies; and

(h) a dwelling where the tenant does not have use of more than six rooms and where none of
paragraphs (a) to (g) applies.

(4)  When ascertaining H and L under sub-paragraph (1), the rent officer–
(a) shall assume that no one who would have been entitled to housing benefit had sought or

is seeking the tenancy; and
(b) shall exclude the amount of any rent which, in the rent officer’s opinion, is fairly

attributable to the provision of services which are ineligible to be met by housing benefit
F46(c) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(5)  In this paragraph–
“room" means a bedroom or room suitable for living in and in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of
sub-paragraph (3) does not include a room which the tenant shares with any person other than–
(a) a member of his household;
(b) a non-dependant of the tenant (within the meaning of [F47regulation 3 of the Housing

Benefit Regulations or, as the case may be, regulation 3 of the Housing Benefit (State
Pension Credit) Regulations]); or

(c) a person who pays rent to the tenant;
“services" has the meaning given by paragraph 4(5).

Textual Amendments
F46 Sch. 1 para. 11(4)(c) and word omitted (1.4.2003 for specified purposes, 7.4.2003 for specified purposes)

by virtue of The Rent Officers (Housing Benefit Functions) Amendment Order 2003 (S.I. 2003/478),
arts. 1(1), 3(4)

F47 Words in Sch. 1 para. 11(5)(b) substituted (6.3.2006 for specified purposes, 7.4.2008 for all other
purposes) by The Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit (Consequential Provisions) Regulations 2006
(S.I. 2006/217), reg. 1(1), Sch. 2 para. 12(10)(d) (with regs. 2, 3, Sch. 3, Sch. 4); (S.I. 2007/2871, art.
19(7)(b))
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